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**Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:** "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."

The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
- **Reprove**: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
- **Circumspectly**: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surprise or danger.

**Matthew 24:24**: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."

**II Corinthians 2:11**: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his devices."

**II Chronicles 7:14**: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."

**THE JADE HELM 15 DRILL IS A MARTIAL LAW, CIVIL WAR and “RED LIST” EXTRACTION DRILL**

What does “Master the human domain” mean?
Is it a euphemism for the complete subjugation of the civilian population of the United States?
From July 15th to September 15th, 2015, the U.S. Army Special Operations Command[3] is conducting a massive military drill in an area covering the entire American Southwest. At first glance, I thought this drill was a response to the massive military drills being conducted by Russia. I wrongly assumed that Jade Helm 15 was a drill designed to protect the Southwest from an invasion by Russian-backed Latin American
military forces (i.e. Red Dawn). However, after reading the operational plan of Jade Helm, it is clear that this drill is about the brutal martial law subjugation of the people of Texas, Utah and Southern California who have risen up against some unspecified tyranny. Further, this drill is also about martial law being used as a preventative measure in states which “might” lean towards civil war against the United States government (i.e. California, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico).

The operational elements and impact of Jade Helm 15 cannot be considered in isolation. A careful analysis reveals how this drill is connected to Army policies associated with the confinement of detainees in what is commonly called FEMA camps! This drill is undoubtedly the most frightening thing to occur on American soil since the Civil War.

Jade Helm’s Purpose Defined
“Jade Helm is a challenging eight-week joint military and Interagency (IA) Unconventional Warfare (UW) exercise conducted throughout Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah and Colorado.”

The term, “unconventional warfare (UW)” makes it clear that this exercise is not dealing with a Russian-backed “Red Dawn” invasion of the Southwestern United States by Russian backed Latin American partners. UW speaks to the guerrilla warfare (asymmetrical) nature of the anticipated and rehearsed conflict. Subsequently, it can be conclusively stated that Jade Helm is not preparing for a Red Dawn invasion, rather, they are preparing for a Red, White and Blue invasion. This is a massive rehearsal for martial law implementation as well as implementing the proverbial and much rumored Red and Blue List and the “snatch and grab” extractions of key resistance figures from the Independent Media as well as uncooperative political figures. The various provisions of Jade Helm make it clear just how dangerous this drill truly is.

Thomas Mead[4], the operations planner for the U.S. Army’s Jade Helm realistic military training has publicly stated that “We have Army Green Berets, Navy Seals, Marine Special Operations Command, the 82nd Airborne Division and we also have some of our interagency partners such as the DEA, FBI and the Joint Personnel Recovery Agency (JPRA) that will be working with us.”

The use of Green Berets, Navy Seals and Special Operations Command forces speaks to the unconventional composition of the overall makeup of this group. Among the many duties for these three Special Operations groups include infrastructure raids, assassination of key enemy personnel, reconnaissance, and extraction of key enemy personnel for detention and/or intelligence gathering. It is the latter duty that has me concerned as there has been much discussion over the execution of a “Red List” in which key resistance figures would be kidnapped and “dealt with” in advance of the implementation of martial law. A detailed analysis of the language of Jade Helm has convinced me that we are looking at the implementation of the “snatch and grab” of key resistance figures to the coming martial law. My sources have told me that in past drills of this nature, Red List extraction troops are helicoptered in the early morning hours (e.g. 3AM) land, offload personnel and extract the intended targets, SWAT team style.

In the Jade Helm section entitled “What to Expect”[5], operation planners state that the public should anticipate “Increased aircraft in the area at night[6], and “May receive noise complaints[7].” What aircraft would be loud enough at night to
guarantee noise complaints? My vote would be the helicopters. And who would be on these helicopters at night? What time are snatch and grab activities historically held? And who typically conducts snatch and grab arrests? The answer to these questions would be the special operation forces, which in martial law, would be the Gestapo version of the Green Berets, the Navy Seals and Marine Special Forces as they arrive at your home at 3AM.

Role players will be participating in Jade Helm. In fact, the same section goes on to state that “Some individuals (i.e. civilian insurgents) may conduct suspicious activities[8]…..” What would constitute a “suspicious activity for the purpose of this drill? Would it consist of pretending to be dragged off to a FEMA camp? Would it be engaging in simulated insurgency activities associated with guerrilla war strategies? There are so many possibilities and they are all associated with civilian resistance against a tyrannical force.

Not only is the use of three special operations forces suspicious with regard to Jade Helm, but more notably is the announced use of JPRA, and this is frightening event. The Joint Personnel Recovery Agency (JPRA) maintains a series of training school sites whose subject matter includes: “Prisoners of war; hostages and DETAINES (emphasis added); evasion and escape; search and rescue; Prison survival techniques and experiences; geography and cartography, natural science, ethnology, and country studies; terrorism; military and Naval science; natural and emergency medicine.”

The majority of the above definition makes it clear that the intent of JPRA is to teach POW survival skills, at least until they use the word “detainee”. Please allow me to call your attention to the term “detainee”. In layman’s language, the term “detainee” simply means someone who is a prisoner of the military occupation force (U.S. government). To the average person, the use of the term detainee would not raise an eyebrow, but to someone who is tune with the connotations and denotations of military parlance, the term “detainee” holds specific meaning as evidenced by the following document which is considered by many to be a blueprint manual, created by the Army, for martial law and FEMA camp incarceration for political prisoners (e.g. dissenters).


In section 1-10 of 3-39.40, "A Civilian detainee is a civilian who is interned during armed conflict, occupation, or other military operation for security reasons, for protection, or because he or she committed an offense against the detaining power."

In section 3-56 of 3-39.40, the following draconian provisions are applied to “detainees”:

- “Develops PSYOP products that are designed to pacify and acclimate detainees or DCs to accept U.S. I/R facility authority and regulations"
(Author’s note: “PSYOP Products” such as the use of torture such as waterboarding and sleep deprivation).

- Develops and executes indoctrination programs to reduce or remove antagonistic attitudes (i.e. brainwashing of detainees).

The use of the word “detainee” is conspicuous and as the reader can clearly see, it has specific meaning with regard to a Red List extraction action. In effect, this is the black site for political dissidents. Both Jade Helm 15 and the FM 3-39.40 are both Army manuals written exclusively on dealing with civilian personnel in martial law settings. Under the NDAA, designating select citizens as a detainee and holding them indefinitely is legal under this unconstitutional legislation.

States Participating in Jade Helm

Jade Helm is an eight-week joint military and interagency unconventional warfare exercise that will be conducted in Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah and Colorado. A clearer copy of this map is available at this link[11].

Jade Helm 15 participants

This map contains the reason of why we can be certain that this is not a “Red Dawn” invasion emanating from Latin America. The unconnected pockets of “hostile states” is how we know this a martial law/possible civil war map. The color codes of the states listed in the map presented above, can deciphered as follows:

[12]-The Red States of Utah and Texas are listed as hostile states as is part of Southern California. These states are not geographically contiguous. Subsequently, we are looking at Jade Helm 15 as being the suppression of civil resistance. The use of the 83rd Airborne is also suggestive of the fact that the authorities anticipate that there could be civilian militias rising up, perhaps in combination with veterans groups and possibly military units loyal to the citizens of the United States.

- The Brown State of New Mexico is listed as leaning towards being hostile.
- The Blue States of California, Nevada and Colorado are listed as being loyal, “permissive”, to military authority and martial law.
- The Light Blue State of Arizona is listed as “unknown”, but leaning toward being friendly.

This reads like a civil war scorecard, similar to the one that President Lincoln must have constructed in 1861 after the attack upon Ft. Sumter.

The Participation of Certain Interagency Partners Are Very Troubling
Repeated reference is made about the cooperation between the Department of Defense (DoD) and local law enforcement (LEA) in the Jade Helm document. After reading this document, Program 1033[14] started to make a lot of sense. Program 1033 is the militarization of local police with former military equipment (tanks, machine guns, etc.). It is interesting to note that it was the NDAA legislation[15] that created Program 1033. Obviously, the purpose of this is to turn the local police into a martial law occupation force.

I am not surprised, but very concerned that DHS, listed as an interagency partner, is a part of this drill for the following reasons: I believe a significant number of American military will NOT fire upon American citizens. Subsequently, this is the reason for the Russian troop presence in our country and they will fulfill the role of a martial law occupation force. When I have previously mentioned this, the Russian media (e.g. Voice of Russia) has attacked me in the past as if they have something to hide and evidence of these attacks can be accessed here[17] and here[18].

What seems logical and something that should frighten all Americans is to wonder if DHS and the Russian partners will be a part of Jade Helm 15? Again, I refer to the video production put together by Sherrie Wilcox in which Russian soldiers have been seen in Tennessee traveling in DHS vehicles as they entered into Western Kentucky. Russian troops will fire upon American citizens. Russian troops may extract American citizens from their beds in the middle of the night. What do you want to bet that Russian troops will be included in Jade Helm 15? Russian troops were included in Grid EX II and the RIMPAC war games, so why not Jade Helm. Yes, I am talking about treason and it is coming from the top.

Why would the Drug Enforcement Agency become involved in a martial law operation? This makes no sense unless you read the connection of the compromised DEA to various Central and South American factions (e.g. the possible 5th column presence of MS-13) that I revealed [19]in July of 2014.

**Conclusion**

With regard to the thematic components to this article, there is no conclusion, this is only the beginning. It is quite clear that the Army fully believes, as do their superiors at the Pentagon and at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, that there is the belief that there is going to be something so catastrophic that an American Civil War II will ensue. The reasons behind this event(s) are not the focus of this article. However, I think it is a safe bet that it will have to do with the seizure of bank accounts and retirement accounts. Meanwhile, Americans in the Southwest need to be concerned that this drill does not go live like so many of these drills seem to in advance of a false flag drill. Every political activist, “uncooperative” politician and member of the Independent Media need to be thinking about where they want to be from July 15 to September 15. It would be best to be where “they” ain’t!
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**SOCOM Plans to Invade HOSTILE Texas Revealed**

Play to 5:11: https://youtu.be/RoYoIT3n_OU

---

**Feds Preparing to Invade Texas, List State as ‘Hostile’**
March 19, 2015--Multiple branches of the US military, including Green Berets, Navy Seals, and the 82nd Airborne Division, will participate in the 8-week long exercise, which may result in “increased aircraft in the area at night.”

Troops will be tasked with honing advanced skills in "large areas of undeveloped land with low population densities," and will work alongside civilians “to gain their trust and an understanding of the issues.”

The exercise, in which some participants will be “wearing civilian clothes and driving civilian vehicles,” lists Texas and Utah as “hostile” territory.

According to the document, Texas was chosen due to the state’s “historically supportive… efforts to prepare our soldiers, airmen, marines and sailors to fight the enemies of the United States.”

Despite the document’s claims, multiple Army training manuals and studies in the past have specifically targeted such states due to concerns over the growing influence of right-leaning ideologies and groups, such as the “Tea Party.”

A leaked 2012 US Army Military Police training manual, entitled “Civil Disturbance Operations,” described how soldiers would be ordered to confiscate firearms and kill American “dissidents.” The manual also revealed that prisoners would be detained in temporary internment camps and “re-educated” to gain a new appreciation of “U.S. policies,” in accordance with U.S. Army FM 3-19.40 Internment/Resettlement Operations.

Also in 2012, a Department of Homeland Security-funded study characterized Americans “suspicious of centralized federal authority,” and “reverent of individual liberty” as “extreme right-wing” terrorists.

In the past, large scale domestic military exercises have also included foreign countries. During a training drill in April 2012, the United States hosted soldiers from Russia who trained in Fort Carson, Colorado, on how to target American terrorists.

And just last year, US Special Forces and commandos trained with troops from 16 foreign nations, including Colombia, France and Germany, in Tampa, Fl., practicing how to coordinate aerial, ground and aquatic operations.

Although nations can benefit from joint drills, the exercises also serve to blur the lines of national sovereignty, slowly leading to the formation of a North American Union.

Another troubling aspect of domestic drills is the apparent erosion of the Posse Comitatus Act, which the 2007 John Warner National Defense Authorization Act
scaled back to allow the armed forces to “Restore Public Order” during events declared national emergency.

See the US Army Special Operations Command’s Powerpoint slides regarding the “Realistic Military Training” drills below:

Jade Helm Martial Law WW3 Prep Document 1
http://www.infowars.com/feds-preparing-to-invade-texas/print

Two More States Added To Jade Helm 15 Exercises - Will Include 'Surgical Strikes' And 'Extractions'
March 23, 2015
By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or Die

With Jade Helm 15 having gone viral across the internet, US Army Special Operations Command is having to push back against 'alarmists claims' that we're actually witnessing 'martial law-style' drills according to Stars and Stripes while 2 more states, Florida and Mississippi, have added exercises to their states that will include 'surgical strikes' and 'extractions' according to a news conference addressing Jade Helm 15.

When Jade Helm 15 originally broke on the internet, government trolls and the uninformed immediate pounced all over the comment sections of websites reporting the story, calling it false, made-up, fiction, but videographer Lorri Anderson addresses the trolls in a video, proving beyond a shadow of a doubt that the Jade Helm 15 exercises are 'real' via the words of Jade Helm Operations Planner Thomas Meade who tells us himself that additional operations will be held in Florida and Mississippi in addition to the other 7 states previously reported. You can also listen to the entire news conference here. Many questions surround Jade Helm 15 such as, why would Texas be listed as 'hostile'? One answer for that being only 2 years ago, over 125,000 people petitioned the White House requesting that Texas be allowed to peacefully secede from the US, a petition that was unsuccessful.

Why are these exercises only being held at night? According to a trusted ANP source, when such exercises lose the element of surprise, they must be modified or scrapped all together.

With nuclear war potentially in our immediate future, why is there no preparation for that while the stealthy focus of the Obama administration is on American gun owners with NO RAIDS upon KNOWN terrorist training camps in the US? With Christians now being targetted for slaughter worldwide, why is there no outcry from either the White House nor this same military against that targetted slaughter? While the question 'what is mastering the human domain' has continually popped up, one look at this document from the US Army War College's 'Civilian
Research Project answers many questions; you can see the document in its entirety embedded below video. Directly from page 16 of the document:

As LTG Keith Walker notes, “the rising velocity of human interaction through the Internet and social media makes influencing human behavior the centerpiece of military strategy.”

http://www.allnewspipeline.com/More_States_Added_To_Jade_Helm_15.php

JADE HELM 15 is REAL & Here’s the Proof
Read more at: http://freedomoutpost.com/2015/03/jade-helm-15-is-real-heres-the-proof/

One Theory: Jade Helm Not A Drill! It’s Readiness For Russia Retaliations if We Arm Ukraine! Ultimately Leading to Martial Law!
I have recently stumbled across some rather shocking information that could prove we may be in for a lot more than we barged for—That is that Jade Helm just might be preparation for a threat from Russia.
After all the Chechen parliament has just threatened the US that if we arm Ukraine they will retaliate by arming Mexico so it can gain back land we purchased from them in the Treaty of Guadalupe. Here is the treat made by the Chechen parliament:
“It follows that the United States has no right to advise Russia to behave with neighboring friendly people. Supply of arms [to] Ukraine will be perceived by us as a signal to the appropriate actions – we will begin delivery of new weapons Mexico to resume debate on the legal status of the territories annexed by the United States, which are now the US states of California, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Colorado and Wyoming.
The latest move by our Government has pushed Russia to the breaking point, so much so, that they are treating the United States that if we arm Ukraine they will retaliate by sending arms to Mexico so that it can take back land purchased in the Treaty of Guadalupe. Now here is the kicker, the land that our government is reportedly running the Jade Helm Drills on, just so happens to be the same land that Mexico would be targeting in the event the Russians armed them and we gave arms to Ukraine!

Another Theory: Months Away From An Event That Will Change America Forever – “Jade Helm 15” Expands To 10 States As China Prepares To Take The Helm
By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or Die

While Alex Jones takes a phone call from a retired US Veteran in the 1st video below who warns us that Russian and other foreign troops have been training at Fort Bragg, North Carolina; two very astute All News Pipeline readers have separately come forth with a 'hidden in plain site' explanation for the Jade Helm 15 exercises and their precise July 15th to September 15th timing: Jade Helm = China Is In Command, and if what we can all see now unfolding is correct, we are merely months away from an event that will change America forever.

With military helicopters caught on camera descending over central Texas in a mass civil unrest drill as seen in the 2nd video below, story after story are now emerging which claim that by September of 2015, the US dollar will be replaced by a gold-backed yuan as the world's reserve currency, leaving China (one of the world's largest producer of Jade) at the helm (the helm is a ships steering mechanism) of the global economy and leaving the US economy in complete and utter disarray.

This theory is further backed by a story on Silver Doctors called "CIPS Launch to Collapse the Dollar in Fall 2015?" and examined in more detail by this Video Rebel's Blog story excerpted below called "Signs: America To Hit The Wall And Go Splat!") September looks like as good a time as any for America to hit a Brick Wall.

With Jade Helm 15 having now spread to AT LEAST 10 states (that we now know) and the timing of these exercises taking place prior to the possible onset of the gold-backed China yuan as the world's new reserve currency, the 4th and 5th videos below are called "So You Think The Military Won't Kill US Citizens?" and "Delta Force Obama’s Invisible Death Squad" as the preparation for America’s fall to '3rd world country' status increases all across the nation.

http://www.allnewspipeline.com/Russian_Troops_Training_At_Ft_Bragg.php

FEMA 'Death Domes' Popping Up Across Texas Raise Alarm As Jade Helm 15 Invades Southwestern America With Texas Listed 'Hostile'

March 22, 2015 By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or Die

With Jade Helm 15 coming to Texas, Utah, California and 4 more southwestern states for 'summer exercises' between July 15 and September 15 this year, numerous 'FEMA Domes' that are being rushed to completion across the state of Texas in locations such as Lumberton, Brownsville, Pancho Maples and Kingsville; are raising alarms with many who view these structures as potential 'FEMA death domes', used to house 'insurgents' following the red and blue list round-up of gun
owners, Christians and patriotic supporters of America and the US Constitution. Described by the New York Times as 'dual-use domes', most of the time filled with cheering high school basketball fans (think Hillary Clinton's 'fun camps') but, 'come hurricane season', used as a 'nearly impenetrable shelters from the weather,' the NY Times story tells us that 28 of these buildings are being built and there is nothing standard at all about them: they'll have double-layer cinder-block walls reinforced by heavy-duty steel bars and cement piers that plunge 30 feet into the ground. (Difficult to get out of if the goal is keeping a group of people inside!)

While evidence PROVING that the use of these fully air-conditioned domes will be used to house 'insurgents' is dubious at best and, according to the mainstream, they'll likely be used as command and control locations during 'emergencies', but the urgency with which they are being built and the timing of Jade Helm 15, along with warnings of imminent economic collapse in America and the everlasting memory of the govt 'protecting' the residents of New Orleans at the Super-death-dome after Hurricane Katrina; are a combined cause for concern. These domes can be inflated quite rapidly as seen in the images below.

Obama Chooses Six Cities to Test Federal Police Scheme

Under the guise of "restoring trust" between communities and police departments that have been militarized by the federal government, the Obama administration's Justice Department announced this month that it had selected six U.S. cities to serve as pilot sites, to develop and deploy federal guidance for local police to create better procedures, reduce racial bias, and regain citizens' trust.

The plan, which is controversial because it is line with Obama administration goals to further nationalize and federalize local law enforcement, has been officially dubbed the “National Initiative for Building Community Trust and Justice.” It will use U.S. taxpayer dollars to deploy "experts" and "researchers" charged with training officers to act in a manner that the DOJ deems just — in essence doing the
**bidding of the Obama administration.** Officially, the Justice Department will be helping local officials “fight crime” under the scheme, according to news reports. Initially, the program, which will cost American taxpayers almost $5 million, will aim to “assess” the relationship between local police and the communities they serve. Then, the DOJ squads will work to develop plans supposedly aimed at enhancing “procedural justice,” reducing bias, and supporting “reconciliation in communities where trust has been eroded,” the Justice Department said in a statement announcing the plan. The first six cities to be targeted as pilot sites will be Birmingham, Alabama; Fort Worth, Texas; Gary, Indiana; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and Stockton, California. Fort Worth Mayor Betsy Price described the program as “a tool to strengthen our partnership with the justice system.” However, other police departments are also in the cross hairs. According to the official announcement, an unspecified number of “police departments and communities that are not pilot sites” will also be targeted for more DOJ “training” and “technical assistance.”

Read More: [http://www.thenewamerican.com](http://www.thenewamerican.com)

**USA CAVES TO IRAN NUKE DEMANDS**

LAUSANNE, Switzerland—The Obama administration is giving in to Iranian demands about the scope of its nuclear program as negotiators work to finalize a framework agreement in the coming days, according to sources familiar with the administration’s position in the negotiations. U.S. negotiators are said to have given up ground on demands that Iran be forced to disclose the full range of its nuclear activities at the outset of a nuclear deal, a concession experts say would gut the verification the Obama administration has vowed would stand as the crux of a deal with Iran. Until recently, the Obama administration had maintained that it would guarantee oversight on Tehran’s program well into the future, and that it would take the necessary steps to ensure that oversight would be effective.

**Iran allowed to run nuke centrifuges at underground bunker...**

The sides tentatively have agreed that Iran would run no more than 6,000 centrifuges at its main enrichment site for at least 10 years, with slowly easing restrictions over the next five years on that program and others that Iran could use to make a bomb.

**Iranian Defector: 'U.S. Negotiating Team Mainly There to Speak on Iran's Behalf'**

Daniel Halper--March 28, 2015 5:01 PM

An Iranian journalist writing about the nuclear negotiations between the United States and Iran has defected. In an interview Amir Motaghi, has some harsh words for his native Iran. He also has a shocking indictment of America's role in the nuclear negotiations.

“The U.S. negotiating team are mainly there to speak on Iran’s behalf with other members of the 5+1 countries and convince them of a deal,” Motaghi told a TV station after just defecting from the Iranian delegation while abroad for the nuclear talks. The delegation is made up of United States, United Kingdom, Russia, China, France, plus Germany.
"US negotiating team mainly there to speak on Iran’s behalf with other members of the 5+1"  
http://t.co/sWTjWaEg9x  
pic.twitter.com/Cd1wrSYXDl
— Omri Ceren (@cerenomri) March 28, 2015

Some Comments about this tweet read:
23h23 hours ago
@cerenomri yep, our diplomats are the Iranian delegation's 6th man
22h22 hours ago
@cerenomri we've been sold out
21h21 hours ago
@cerenomri One would have to be blind, deaf and dumb not to recognize it. This, will be the Obama legacy.
20h20 hours ago
@cerenomri Obama is guilty of Treason.
http://www.weeklystandard.com/print/blogs/iranian-defector-us-negotiating-team-mainly-there-speak-iran-s-behalf_901776.html

Other headlines related to this read:
BIBI: NUKE DEAL is 'DANGEROUS FOR ALL HUMANITY'...
'Iran maneuvering to take over entire Middle East'...
Rabbi compares Obama to Haman, archenemy of Jewish people...

Obama Declassifies Secret Document Revealing Israel Program...Unprecedented move...
In a development that has largely been missed by mainstream media, the Pentagon early last month quietly declassified a Department of Defense top-secret document detailing Israel's nuclear program, a highly covert topic that Israel has never formally announced to avoid a regional nuclear arms race, and which the US until now has respected by remaining silent.
But by publishing the declassified document from 1987, the US reportedly breached the silent agreement to keep quiet on Israel's nuclear powers for the first time ever, detailing the nuclear program in great depth.
The timing of the revelation is highly suspect, given that it came as tensions spiraled out of control between Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and US President Barack Obama ahead of Netanyahu's March 3 address in Congress, in which he warned against the dangers of Iran's nuclear program and how the deal being formed on that program leaves the Islamic regime with nuclear breakout capabilities.
Another highly suspicious aspect of the document is that while the Pentagon saw fit to declassify sections on Israel's sensitive nuclear program, it kept sections on Italy, France, West Germany and other NATO countries classified, with those sections blocked out in the document.

KHAMENEI CALLS 'DEATH TO AMERICA'--KERRY HAILS NUKE DEAL PROGRESS
Iran’s Supreme leader Ali Khamenei called for “Death to America” on Saturday, a day after President Barack Obama appealed to Iran to seize a “historic opportunity” for a nuclear deal and a better future, and as US Secretary of State John Kerry claimed substantial progress toward an accord.
Khamenei told a crowd in Tehran that Iran would not capitulate to Western demands. When the crowd started shouting, “Death to America,” the ayatollah responded: “Of course yes, death to America, because America is the original source of this pressure. “They insist on putting pressure on our dear people’s economy,” he said, referring to economic sanctions aimed at halting Iran’s nuclear program. 'Iran's founding document pledges death, tyranny, and the pursuit of jihad'...

More headlines read:
Report: Iraqi Forces AGAIN Claim US is Supplying ISIS with Weapon Drops
Warning Language: VIDEO: ISIS Leader Was Armed & Funded by Obama White House  John McCain & Lindsey Graham met with Islamic State militant
US Helicopters Caught Supplying ISIS; Shot Down By Iranian-Backed Iraqi Military
Obama’s “Fake War” against the Islamic State (ISIS). The Islamic State is Protected by the US and its Allies
New York Times Reports U.S. Giving al-Qaeda Millions of Dollars
Obama’s Middle Nuclear Finger To Us All – Bashes Americans On Iranian State TV
Is it not amazing that His Heinous Obama I – never misses the opportunity to commemorate or celebrate every single Islamic holiday in the world? Shia or Sunni? So Obama tapes a message broadcast on Iranian TV, marking the Persian New Year celebration of Nowruz and uses the occasion to promote his plan to hand Iran nuclear weapons to their Mullah’s and Ayatollah. He then went on to bash Americans who oppose his plan to hand them the weapons they will ultimately use on America and Israel.
“A nuclear deal now can help open the door for you, the Iranian people,” Obama said on TV.
Open the door to what? Global Conquest? Nuclear annihilation? Starting a nuclear WWII to usher in their 12th Imam?
This petulant devil boy-king, enraged at Benjamin Netanyahu’s address to Congress, not only declares that the United States will “reassess our relationship with Israel”, but then goes directly to the Iranians to promote his efforts to hand them nukes. This not only to a nation that promised to wipe Israel off the map, but an Islamic regime that just last week was found plotting to use nuclear weapons on the United States.
See: Iran endorses nuclear EMP attack on United States
One nuclear warhead detonated at high-altitude over the United States would black out the national electric grid and other life sustaining critical infrastructures for months or years by means of an electromagnetic pulse (EMP). A nationwide blackout lasting one year, according to the Congressional EMP Commission, could cause chaos and starvation that leaves 90 percent of Americans dead. Iranian military documents describe such a scenario—including a recently translated Iranian military textbook that endorses nuclear EMP attack against the United States.
Thus, Iran with a small number of nuclear missiles can by EMP attack threaten the existence of America & other non Islamic dominated nations. Yet Obama just last night – goes on Iranian television to promote giving their Islamic regime the very weapons they need to do attack us with. In addition, Obama is considering lifting the 3 decades-long Arms embargo the Iranians demand before any secret deal is made. A secret deal that the White House said they will keep secret – even after the agreement is made.

So here is the treasonous, demon possessed, slime bag, on Iranian TV – pushing his nuke deal while spitting in the face of Americans. For over two decades, al-Qaeda has been trying to acquire nuclear weapons and has enjoyed essential support from the regime in Tehran. Oil-rich Iran has no need to develop nuclear technology for peaceful purposes. It has explicitly threatened to wipe Israel off the map and it has been busily been developing weapons systems capable of delivering nuclear bombs in conjunction with its uranium enrichment.

Is it not amazing that the man who pledged to the Russians and the world that he is committed to “a world without nuclear weapons”, and subsequently dismantled our own nuclear stockpiles – is so adamant to make sure that Iran obtains and develops nuclear weapons? With Obama’s BLESSING I might add. The sacking of Troy will not hold a candle to what Obama is enabling to happen to us and the world.

Obama administration won’t commit to making Iran deal public

Some details of a nuclear deal with Iran may not be made public, a senior Obama administration official said Thursday. …the emerging nuclear deal would likely allow Iran to have up to 6,000 nuclear centrifuges for at least 10 years. The deal would also lift sanctions on the country.

PAPER: OBAMA THREATENED TO SHOOT DOWN ISRAELI JETS TO PROTECT ISLAMIST IRAN!!!!

The Bethlehem-based news agency Ma’an has cited a Kuwaiti newspaper report Saturday, that stated US President Barack Obama thwarted an Israeli military attack against Iran's nuclear facilities in 2014 by threatening to shoot down Israeli jets before they could reach their targets in Iran.

Following Obama’s threat, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu was reportedly forced to abort the planned Iran attack.

According to Al-Jarida, the Netanyahu government took the decision to strike Iran some time in 2014 soon after Israel had discovered the United States and Iran had been
involved in secret talks over Iran’s nuclear program and were about to sign an agreement in that regard behind Israel's back.

The report claimed that an unnamed Israeli minister who has good ties with the US administration revealed the attack plan to Secretary of State John Kerry, and that Obama then threatened to shoot down the Israeli jets before they could reach their targets in Iran.

Al-Jarida quoted "well-placed" sources as saying that Netanyahu, along with Minister of Defense Moshe Yaalon, and then-Foreign Minister Avigdor Liberman, had decided to carry out airstrikes against Iran's nuclear program after consultations with top security commanders.

According to the report, “Netanyahu and his commanders agreed after four nights of deliberations to task the Israeli army's chief of staff, Benny Gantz, to prepare a qualitative operation against Iran's nuclear program. In addition, Netanyahu and his ministers decided to do whatever they could do to thwart a possible agreement between Iran and the White House because such an agreement is, allegedly, a threat to Israel's security.”

The sources added that Gantz and his commanders prepared the requested plan and that Israeli fighter jets trained for several weeks in order to make sure the plans would work successfully. Israeli fighter jets reportedly even carried out experimental flights in Iran's airspace after they managed to break through radars.

ISIS Hacks US DOD/Pentagon Server and Releases ‘Names, Photos and Home Addresses.’ of 100 US Military Personnel on Website ‘Kill List’
By, Oliver Darcy | The Blaze | US Department of Defense

Calling for their beheadings, a self-proclaimed arm of the Islamic State published a list of addresses purportedly belonging to approximately 100 members of the U.S. military late Friday night.

Identifying themselves as the “Islamic State Hacking Division,” the group claimed to have obtained the personal information of military personnel from compromised military servers, databases and emails.
In the online document, names and photos accompanied addresses purporting to belong to the military personnel. An informal review of the information by TheBlaze appeared to show matches between some names, photos and listed addresses.
Marine Corps spokesman Lt. Col. John Caldwell told TheBlaze in a statement that “NCIS is conducting ‘in person’ notifications to the affected Navy and Marine personnel regarding this... data breach.”

“It is recommended Marines and family members check their online/social footprint, ensuring privacy settings are adjusted to limit the amount of available personal information,” he added.

The Air Force said they are also reaching out to members listed in the document. “The Air Force is cooperating fully with the DOD on this matter,” Lt. Col. Holly Slaughter said. “We are taking the appropriate steps to make sure that everyone who needs to know is notified. As always, force protection is a primary concern.”

In January, the social media accounts of the U.S. Central Command was compromised by Islamic State sympathizers. Hackers used Twitter to publish a list of military members and their addresses. At the time, the Pentagon contacted affected individuals and local law enforcement.

source I  source II

Army issues troops safety instructions following Islamic State kill list threat
By Rowan Scarborough - The Washington Times - Saturday, March 28, 2015

The U.S. Army has issued a worldwide urgent “security awareness message” to soldiers on how to protect their social media accounts, and their homes, from attacks by the Islamic State terrorists or other extremists.

The message lists over a dozen safety steps, including to make sure personnel check the door peephole before letting someone in their homes, to fortify doors, to hold family meetings on security and to greatly tone down social media
postings so terrorists do not know personal connections or daily comings and goings.
The Army issued the warning on Friday in reaction to the Islamic State, also called ISIL and ISIS, publishing the names of 100 U.S. military personnel as targets for assassination.

---

More headlines:
**Announcement:** USA Shelbyville Tennessee Terrorist Camps Positioned To Destroy Oak Ridge USA Nuclear Plants
**DPS REPORT:** Terrorists From ISIS and al-Shabab Apprehended in Texas: US Malls on Alert Following Threat
**Tennessee terrorist camps well positioned to strike key cities**
**America Will Be Trampled:** Al-Aqsa Mosque Sheik Rebukes Pakistan for Not Launching Nuclear Strike to Help Establish Caliphate
**ISIS Threatens to 'Blow Up' White House, Demands Middle East Christians 'Convert to Islam'**

**LA Public School Teaching Kids "Allah is the One True God"**
**Muslim Students From the ‘BDS Nazi Campus Movement’ Attack American Jewish Fraternity Houses With Swastikas**
**One Nation Under Allah’ - School Pledge Of Allegiance In Arabic Leaves Out God And Infuriates US Veterans, Students And Parents As School Issues Apology**
**Cornell University: ISIS terrorist training coaches welcomed on campus as long as they are vaccinated**
**FEMALE MAYOR OF IRVING: Tells Islam & Their Sharia Law to…..(So to speak)**
**Texas Mayor Doubles Down on Islamists Who Want Sharia in Irving: “I'm Not Going to be Bullied”**

**Sunday Morning Church Massacre:** 14 Christians Murdered and 75 Injured by Islamic Terrorist Church Bombings in Lahore, Pakistan
"Collect your body parts and leave!" - Fatah to Israelis on anniversary of murder of 37 Israelis
**Muslim Woman Sentenced to Public Beating of 70 Lashes for ‘..Insulting a Man..' in Saudi Arabia**
**ISIS STRIKES AGAIN: 137 killed, 345 injured in suicide attacks on Yemen mosques...'Blood was running like a river'...**
**Mosque blown up while Muslims cursing Jews**
**Mob of Muslim Men Viciously Beat, Stomp and Stone an Afghan Woman to Death for ‘Allegedly’ Burning al-Qur’an (Video)**
**Hindu Youth Brutally Murdered for Marrying a Muslim Girl in Bihar, India**
**Mass Grave of 100 Decapitated Bodies Unearthed Following Massacre by Boko Haram Muslim Terrorists**
**Is Islam a Sodomy Cult that Desires to Bring the World into a Sodomized Pagan Empire?**
Watch Obama Declare That America Was Founded On Islam (Video)
Geoffrey Grider | March 5, 2015 | 46 Comments

“Islam is not part of the problem in combating violent extremism – it is an important part of promoting peace.” – Barack Hussein Obama

Here’s what Obama legitimately believes:

“Islam has been woven into the fabric of our country since its founding” - BHO

February 2015, Washington

That’s an exact quote from what the president told White House conference on “countering violent extremism”. If you aren’t shocked by this, then you are well aware of the many idiotic things he’s touted regarding Islam in the past. source

“I also know that Islam has been a part of America’s story.” – BHO June 2009, Egypt

“Islam has always been a part of America” – BHO 2010 start of Ramadan

Here is another quote of Obama praising Islam:

“Eid (Muslim Holiday) reminds us of the many achievements and contributions of Muslims Americans to building the very fabric of our nation and strengthening the core of our democracy” – BHO 2014 Marking Eid

Then it got worse: http://www.mrctv.org/videos/obama-islam-has-been-woven-fabric-our-country-its-founding

Since 2009, NOW THE END BEGINS has brought you story after story in detailed accounts of exactly how Obama feels about Islam, and how he views Christianity and the Bible. So today, in light of recent events in Washington, we feel it important that you know exactly where your president stands in regards to his faith and his god.

Click here to read 20 quotes he has made about Islam, and 20 quotes he has made about Christianity. Nothing edited or mashed up, just exactly in the context he originally spoke them in with fully-sourced links so you can see where they come from.

If after reading this, if you still think he is not a Muslim, then there is something organically wrong with your ability to reason and understand simple words written on the level of 6th grade English. You may remain ignorant, but it will be willingly so.
President Obama: This is why you didn't go to France
Written by Mike Gallagher. It was you who on ABC News referenced - "My Muslim faith."
It was you who gave $100 million in U.S. taxpayer funds to re-build foreign mosques.
It was you who wrote that in the event of a conflict - "I will stand with the Muslims."
It was you who assured the Egyptian Foreign Minister that - "I am a Muslim."
It was you who bowed in submission before the Saudi King.
It was you who sat for 20 years in a Liberation Theology Church condemning Christianity and professing Marxism.
It was you who exempted Muslims from penalties under ObamaCare that the rest of us have to pay.
It was you who purposefully omitted - "endowed by our Creator" - from your recitation of The Declaration Of Independence.
It was you who mocked the Bible and Jesus Christ's Sermon On The Mount while repeatedly referring to the 'HOLY' Quran.
It was you who traveled the Islamic world denigrating the United States Of America.
It was you who instantly threw the support of your administration behind the building of the Ground Zero Victory mosque overlooking the crater of the World Trade Center.
It was you who refused to attend the National Prayer Breakfast, but hastened to host an Islamic prayer breakfast at the WH.
It was you who ordered both Georgetown Univ. and Notre Dame to shroud all vestiges of Jesus Christ BEFORE you would agree to go there to speak, but in contrast, you have NEVER requested that the mosques you have visited adjust their decor.
It was you who appointed anti-Christian fanatics to your Czar Corps.
It was you who appointed rabid Islamists to Homeland Security.
It was you who said that NASA's "foremost mission" was an outreach to Muslim communities.
It was you who as an Illinois Senator were the ONLY individual who would speak in favor of infanticide.
It was you who curtailed the military tribunals of all Islamic terrorists.
It was you who refused to condemn the Ft. Hood killer as an Islamic terrorist.
It is you who has refused to speak-out concerning the horrific executions of women throughout the Muslim culture.
It was you who when queried in India refused to acknowledge the true extent of radical global Jihadists, and instead profusely praised Islam in a country that is 82% Hindu and
the victim of numerous Islamic terrorists assaults.

It was you who funneled $900 Million in U.S. taxpayer dollars to Hamas.

It was you who ordered the USPS to honor the MUSLIM holiday with a new commemorative stamp.

It was you who directed our UK Embassy to conduct outreach to help "empower" the British Muslim community.

It was you who embraced the fanatical Muslim Brotherhood in your quest to overthrow the Egyptian President, Hosni Mubarak.

It was you who funded mandatory Arabic language and culture studies in Grammar schools across our country.

It is you who follows the Muslim custom of not wearing any form of jewelry during Ramadan.

It was you who was un-characteristically quick to join the chorus of the Muslim Brotherhood to depose Egypt's Hosni Mubarak, formerly America's strongest ally in North Africa; but, remain muted in your non-response to the Brotherhood led slaughter of Egyptian Christians.

It was you who appointed as your chief adviser, Valerie Jarrett, who is a member of the Muslim Sisterhood, an off-shoot of the Muslim Brotherhood.

Remember, Distribute far and wide.

http://fromthisconservativesviewpoint.blogspot.com/2015/02/obama-it-was-you.html

See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
The Spell and Deception of Barack Obama

February 24th, 2008 | Barack Hussein Obama is an African-American that by birth and blood was a Muslim for at least 27 years. Obama’s father, grandfather, stepfather, stepbrothers, stepsisters, Sarah (who Obama calls grandmother) are all Muslims. Obama is a 32nd Degree "Prince Hall" Freemason & is related to both Pres. Bush & V.P. Cheney--See: http://www.rense.com/general80/obmw.htm His politics are rooted in Marxism & socialism. Barack Obama’s top economics adviser Austan Goolsbee is a member of the super-secret Skull & Bones society of Yale University. Obama's main overall image adviser and foreign policy adviser is Zbigniew Brzezinski, the co-founder of David Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission. As a state legislator Barack actively worked to preserve availability of abortion in all nine months of pregnancy. He opposed parental notification. He opposed any and all bans on partial birth abortion in his run for the U.S. Senate. Obama even asked his wife to pen a letter to Illinois voters that reassured them of his commitment to fighting for the right to butcher children in the womb. Barack Obama has long supported the advance of the radical homosexual activist lobby in their pursuit to destroy traditional marriage. He supported the creation of "special rights" for people who engage in homosexuality for the sole purpose of putting them at the front of the line on issues of employment, housing, and litigation. He has also solidly backed the advancement of all "hate crimes" legislation, which ultimately may be used to silence clergy who believe according to their own convictions that homosexual behavior is wrong and preach so from biblical texts. The frenzy surrounding Barack Obama’s U.S. presidential campaign is a little foretaste of the mindless passion that will accompany the rise of the
antichrist when he comes on the scene as a man of peace and a superman problem solver.

Obama’s Citizenship, Lies & Morality Exposed-Part 1 October 26th, 2008
Obama’s Citizenship, Lies & Morality Exposed-Part 2
Obama’s Citizenship, Lies & Morality Exposed-Part 3
Obama’s Citizenship, Lies & Morality Exposed-Part 5
Obama’s Citizenship, Lies & Morality Exposed-Part 4

End Time Current Events & Gulf Updates: 8-29-10–Part 1
Table of Contents:

- Obama White House with Middle Eastern flavor?
- Obama gives your tax dollars to rebuild Muslim mosques around the world
- Muslim Prayers Welcomed At Pentagon Chapel
- Guess What Obama Signed YOU Up To Pay For! Ground Zero Imam’s Mideast Tour Bill Is $16,000 For the US Taxpayers
- Obama: I Have No Regrets About Supporting Construction Of NY Mosque At Ground Zero
- Sick 9/11 Responders Slam Obama: We’re Dying While You Worry About Spreading Islam And Building Mosque
- Islamic Expert Mr. Hamid: Muslims Will View Construction Of Mosque Near Ground Zero As “Triumph Over America”
- Obama Officials’ Ties To Ground Zero Imam…..

End Time Current Events: 5-22-11–Part 2
May 24th, 2011
Table Of Contents:

- Second Vatican state to be established in Jerusalem
- The world is preparing to recognize a Palestinian State, even in the face of determined Israeli opposition!–Critically important End of the Age prophecy is about to be fulfilled.
- Israel’s Next Challenge: Obama’s Outreach To Terrorist Muslim Brotherhood
- Obama: “A Full and Phased Withdrawal” by Israel to “1967 Lines”
- Obama: ’67 borders reflect longstanding US policy–President speaks to the pro-Israel lobbying group AIPAC

BARACK OBAMA: THE WOLF IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9P15YZrnv0
BARACK OBAMA THE WOLF PART: HIS PUPPETMASTERS:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ro6OlgeGBC4&feature=user